
Ameren Illinois Company's
 
Response to AG Data Requests
 

Docket No. 13-0301
 
Rate MAP-P Modernization Action Plan - Pricing Annual Update Filing.
 

Data Request Response Date: 6/6/2013
 

AG 2.06 

Ref: Ameren WPC-23b, lines 19-92 (Other Electric Revenues). The referenced workpaper attributes 
none of the electric revenues recorded in 2012 for the following activities to the distribution service 
revenue requirement. For each of the following items, describe the activities generating the revenues and 
the Company's basis for the proposed non-attribution of revenues to the Company's distribution service 
revenue requirement; explain whether 100 percent of such revenues have been credited for ratemaking 
purposes to the Company's FERC jurisdiction (with reference to where such crediting has occurred); and 
identify where in the Company's filing any direct expenses or rate base investments associated with 
providing the service that yielded revenues has been removed from the distribution service revenue 
requirement: 

a. Other Electric Revenues-ARES 
b. Miscellaneous Billings 
c. Overheads Billed-Other parties 
d. GMC Intercompany Transfers 
e. Renewable Energy Compliance 
f. Southern III Power Coop 
g. Soyland Corp 
h. Southwestern Electric Coop 
i. Reclass of Account 449 Refund Provision 

RESPONSE 
Prepared By: Ronald D. Stafford 
Title: Director, Regulatory Accounting 
Phone Number: 314-206-0584 

Please note that for items c), f), g), h), i) electric revenues are attributed to the 
distribution service revenue requirement based on activities identified as distribution 
related. This attribution is reflected elsewhere in Ameren WPC-23b, lines 19-92. The 
reclassification of the refund provision attributes the debit side of the refund to the 
revenues - please note that attributing the credit side of this refund to the distribution 
revenues would zero out the effects of the revenue debit. 

The basis for the Company's proposed jurisdictional assignment or allocation is as follows: 
a) 456-001 Other Electric Revenues - This account primarily includes payments 

from entities that are vacating frequencies under Microwave Relocation Contacts. 
This account was initially identified as related to ARES activity and therefore, 
allocated 100% to transmission. The activity associated with this minor is "NENR 
- Non-Energy Resources". 
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b) 456-0] 0 Miscellaneous Billings - This account includes revenues from non-service 
items, property management, salvage and scrap. Items associated with distribution 
miscellaneous billings are included in account 456-0 II and included in the 
distribution revenue total. 

c) 456-005 Overheads Billed - Other parties. This account 456-005 has three lines 
associated with miscellaneous operating revenues. The majority of these dollars 
are associated with mutual aid storm work for other utilities. This function has 
been identified separately and allocated] 00% to the distribution function. 

d) 456-0] G GMC Intercompany Transfers. This account records gains and losses on 
sales to GMC and is allocated 100% to transmission and relate to ancillary 
services obtained on behalf of power suppliers under prior power supply contracts 
entered into by AIC. The power suppliers reimburse AIC through the settlement 
process and this reimbursement was booked to 456 as ancillary services related to 
transmission service. The activity associated with this minor is "TSEN 
Transmission Sales-Energy". 

e) 456-048 Renewable Energy Compliance. This minor is recording a debit to 
revenues for the monthly liability amount associated with renewable energy 
compliance. These revenues are not attributed to the electric distribution function. 

f)	 456-SIP Southern III Power Coop - This account balance was analyzed to 
determine the amount of distribution and transmission revenues associated with 
the account. The referenced schedule WPC-23b has two lines for Southern III 
Power Coop identifying the distribution revenues (100% allocation factor) and 
transmission revenues ( 0% allocation factor). 

g) '456-S0Y Soyland Corp - This account balance was analyzed to determine the 
amount of distribution and transmission revenues associated with the account. 
The referenced schedule WPC-23b has two lines for Soyland Corp identifying the 
distribution revenues (l00% allocation factor) and transmission revenues ( 0% 
allocation factor). 

h) 456-SWC Southwestern Electric Coop - This account balance was analyzed to 
determine the amount of distribution and transmission revenues associated with 
the account. The referenced schedule WPC-23b has two lines. for Southwestern 
Electric Coop identifying the distribution revenues (100% allocation factor) and 
transmission revenues ( 0% allocation factor). 

i) 456-XXX Reclass of Account 449 Refund Provision - This is the wholesale 
distribution facility charge rate refund reclassed from account 449 to account 456. 
This was the 20]2 provision for rate refunds associated with the wholesale 
distribution revenue increase filed with FERC. The two lines are associated with 
this reclassification to maintain the Form] account 456 balance. 

All expenses or rate base investments, as applicable, associated with Electric 
Production and Supply, Electric Transmission, and Gas Supply & Distribution are 
removed from the Electric Distribution recoverable amount requested in this 
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proceeding. Sales expense is also removed from the requested amount. Rider 
revenues are included in the "other" category. Related expenses are adjustments 
removed from the requested amount in this proceeding. The removal of these 
expenses or rate base investments are accomplished either through assignment to 
the electric distribution function or through rate making adjustments (Schedule B-2 
and C-2 series). 
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Ameren Illinois Company's
 
Response to AG Data Requests
 

Docket No. 13-0301
 
Rate MAP-P Modernization Action Plan - Pricing Annual Update Filing.
 

Data Request Response Date: 7/1/2013
 

AG 5.03
 

Ref: AlC Response to AG 2.06 (Other Revenues). In response to AG 2.06(a) the Company 
states that, "This account was initially identified as related to ARES activity and therefore, 
allocated 100% to transmission." Please provide the following additional information: 

a) Explain whether the transactions have anything to do with ARES activity and provide a 
corrected WPC-23b caption for such revenues, if applicable. . 

b) Provide a response to the original request in AG 2.06 for an explanation of whether or not 
the amounts for this revenue source have been "credited for ratemaking purposes to the 
Company's FERC jurisdiction (with reference to where such crediting has occurred)." 

c) Provide an itemization of the revenues received by source and type of transaction. 
d) Identify and describe each of the "Microwave Relocation Contacts" [sic] that are 

referenced, indicating whether/why such "contacts" are believed to involve 100 percent 
transmission facilities. 

e) Provide a listing of the AIC facilities and their installed cost, by FERC Account, that are 
used to provide the subject microwave contacts. 

f) Provide a reference to where, in the Company's filing, the facilities listed in your 
response to part (e) and related O&M and depreciation expense amounts for such 
facilities have been treated as 100% transmission, if applicable. 

RESPONSE.· . 
Prepared By: Ronald D. Stafford 
Title: Director, Regulatory Accounting 
Phone Number: 314-206-0584 

a)	 No. As indicated in response to AG 2.06, the amounts in Account 456-001 are not ARES 
related. Account 456-001 revenues in 2012 are transmission related, as they are attributed 
to microwave frequencies previously used to transmit electric transmission data for 
SCADA. These frequencies are no longer being used and have been sold to various cell 
phone companies. The corrected WPC-23b caption for account 456-001 would be, "Other 
Electric Revenue". 

b)	 No, these revenues are for 2012. The Company has transitioned from use of an historical 
test year, with the most recent historical test year based on 20 II data, to use of a future 
test year, with the most recent submission to FERC based on a future test year of 2013, 
subject to true up of actual data. AIC intends to explore whether the appropriate revenues 
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can be credited to ratepayers under the formula in the Company's! next FERC 
jurisdictional filing. 

c) See AG 5.03 Attach for the itemization of the revenues in account 456-001. 

d) The following describes the Agreements as they relate to the revenues described above: 

The Verizon Agreement states in pertinent part that: Verizon has determined that its 
operation of each Advanced Wireless Services may cause interference with Ameren's 
operation of each of its Microwave Systems on the Affected Path, and desires that 
Ameren permanently cease operating each of its Microwave Systems on the Affected 
Path ....Verizon has agreed to pay Ameren the Decommission Payment Amount in return 
for Ameren permanently ceasing operations of each Microwave System on the Affected 
Path as of the link decommission date for such path and permanently canceling its FCC 
Licenses or modifying such FCC Licenses in order to delete therefrom the frequencies 
encompassing the Affected Path. The T-Mobile Agreement states in pertinent part that: 
T-Mobile has determined that the Advanced Wireless Services in the Market may cause 
interference to Ameren's Affected Paths and desires that Ameren permanently vacate, in 
accordance with the microwave relocation program adopted by the FCC in ET Docket 
No. 00-258, its authority to operate in the Affected Paths and ...T-Mobile has agreed to 
pay Ameren for Ameren to permanently cease operating, as of the Current System 
Termination Date, its Microwave Systems on the Affected Paths and cancel its FCC 
licenses associated with such Affected Paths or modify such FCC Licenses in order to 
delete therefrom the Affect Paths. 

As stated in response to subpart (a), Ameren's utilization of such frequencies was 
transmission related. Since Verizon and T-Mobile are not utility companies, they are not 
expected to util ize the frequencies for the same purpose as Ameren.e) AIC has not 
identified the transmission assets that were previously used to transmit transmission data 
for SCADA. Such identification is not practical given that such revenues are not directly 
associated with one or more assets. 

e) Not applicable. 
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Ameren Illinois Company's
 
Response to AG Data Requests
 

Docket No. 13-0301 .
 
Rate MAP-P Modernization Action Plan - Pricing Annual Update Filing.
 

Data Request Response Date: 7/1/2013
 

AG 5.04
 

Ref: AIC Response to AG 2.06 (Other Revenues). In response to AG 2.06(b) the Company 
states that, "This account includes revenues from non-service items, property management, 
salvage and scrap." Please provide the following additional information: 

a) Explain with specificity whether/why each type of transaction included in this account 
should be excluded from the delivery service revenue requirement. 

b) Provide a response to the original request in AG 2.06 for an explanation of whether or not 
the amounts for this revenue source have been "credited for ratemaking purposes to the 
Company's FERC jurisdiction (with reference to where such crediting has occurred)." 

c) Provide an itemization of the Miscellaneous Billings revenues received by source and 
type of transaction. 

d) Identify and describe each of the "property management" transactions that are referenced, 
indicating whether/why such "property management" services are believed to involve no 
delivery service facilities or personnel. 

e) Provide a listing of the "salvage and scrap" assets that were sold, indicating where such 
assets were previously recorded on AIC books, by FERC Account. 

f) Provide an itemization of costs incurred by AIC to earn the revenues recorded in Account 
456-010, indicating where in the Company's filing such costs have been recorded below 
the line or treated as non-jurisdictional. 

RESPONSE 
Prepared By: Ronald D. Stafford 
Title; Director, Regulatory Accounting 
Phone Number: 314-206-0584 

a) Upon further review and analysis of the transactions involved, there are a number of 
. transactions in 2012 that were either directly or indirectly related to the electric 

distribution business, while 'other transactions were related to either electric transmission 
or gas. Accordingly, the Company recommends that a general plant allocator be used to 
assign a portion of these revenues to electric distribution, in lieu of a labor intensive 
detailed analysis of each transaction or group of transactions within this account. 
Revenues within this account are primarily in three broad categories. Property 
management revenues are described in response to subpart d). Salvage and scrap activity 
revenues are described in response to subpart e). Non-service items primarily include 
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-------

charges for returned checks, electronic fund transfers charges, processing fees, and other 
Ameren charges associated with billing. 

b)	 No. As discussed in response to AG 5.03 subpart b), these revenues are for 2012. The 
Company has transitioned from use of an historical test year, with the most recent 
historical test year based on 2011 data, to use of a future test year, with the most recent 
submission to FERC based on a future test year of 2013, subject to true up of actual data. 
AIC intends to explore whether the appropriate revenues can be credited to ratepayers 
under the formula in the Company's next FERC jurisdictional filing. 

c)	 See AG 5.04 Attach for the requested detail. 

d)	 See AG 5.04 Attach, lines 103-107 for the property management transactions. Adams 
Telsystems Inc. relates to the granting of easements in an AIC transmission corridor. City 
of Belleville relates to the granting of easements for a gas parcel and electric transmission 
parcel. The prior period reclass line item was not specifically analyzed. Valero 
Terminaling is a permanent roadway easement at the site of an electric distribution 
substation. 

e)	 See AG 5.04 Attach, lines 9-98 for the salvage and scrap activity. Due to the significant 
volume of transactions within this category, the Company did not analyze each 
transaction or detail in support of the charges shown. Based upon the Company's review, 
these revenues include scrap from transmission and distribution capital projects and also 
include accommodation sales for in stock items. 

f)	 See subparts d) and e) above property management and salvage and scrap activity, 
respectively. Also, See AG 5.04 Attach, lines 109-113 for the non-service activity. 
Costs in the non-service activity primarily relate to bank fees which are charged to 
account 921, and A&G expense account. 
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Ameren Illinois Company's
 
Response to AG Data Requests
 

Docket No. 13-0301
 
Rate MAP-P Modernization Action Plan - Pricing Annual Update Filing.
 

Data Request Response Date: 7/1/2013
 

AG 5.05
 

Ref: AIC Response to AG 2.06 (Other Revenues). In response to AG 2.06(c) the Company 
states that, "This account 456-005 has three lines associated with miscellaneous operating 
revenues. The majority of these dollars are associated with mutual aid storm work for other 
utilities." Please provide the following additional information: 

a) Explain with specificity whether/why the line 22 amount of $400,000 included in this 
account should be excluded from the delivery service revenue requirement, as shown on 
WPC-23(b) when the amounts on lines 20 and 2] are allocated 92.06% into delivery 
service revenue requirements. 

b) Provide a response to the original request in AG 2.06 for an explanation of whether or not 
the amounts for this revenue source have been "credited for ratemaking purposes to the 
Company's FERC jurisdiction (with reference to where such crediting has occurred). 

c) Provide an itemization of the $400,000 in revenues received by source and type of 
transaction. 

d) Identify and describe each of the "overheads billed - Other Parties" transactions that are 
referenced, indicating whether/why such "overhead" cost recoveries are believed to 
involve no delivery service facilities or personnel. 

e) Provide an itemization of costs incurred by AIC to earn the revenues recorded in Account 
456-005 on line 22, indicating where in the Company's filing such costs have been 
recorded below the line or treated as non-jurisdictional. 

RESPONSE 
Prepared By: Ronald D. Stafford 
Title: Director, Regulatory Accounting 
Phone Number: 314-206-0584 

a)	 Upon further review and analysis of the transactions involved, there are a number of 
transactions in 20] 2 that were either directly or indirectly related to the electric 
distribution business, while other transactions were related to electric transmission. 
Revenues within this account are primarily related to transmission planning and system 
repair and maintenance work for transmission assets including work on the East Kewanee 
transmission substation, maintenance performed for transmission equipment owned by 
Commonwealth Edison, distribution planning and distribution government relocations. 
Accordingly, the Company recommends that an electric T&D labor allocator be used to 
assign a portion of these revenues to electric distribution, in lieu of a labor intensive 
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detailed analysis of each transaction or group of transactions within this account. This 
allocator was used to allocate specific mutual storm assistance in this account (CornEd 
and Hurricane Sandy) for this filing. A uniform allocator would simplify allocation of 
this account between business lines in future formula rate proceedings. 

b)	 No. As discussed in response to AG 5.03 subpart (b), these revenues are for 2012. The 
Company has transitioned from use of an historical test year, with the most recent 
historical test year based on 2011 data, to use ofa future test year, with the most recent 
submission to FERC based on a future test year of 2013, subject to true up of actual data. 
AIC intends to explore whether the appropriate revenues can be credited to ratepayers 
under the formula in the Company's next I;ERC jurisdictional filing 

c)	 See AG 5.05 Attach for the requested detail. 

d)	 Costs related to this account include both transmission and distribution activity, and 
discussed in response to subpart a). Due to the significant volume of transactions within 
this category, the Company did not analyze each transaction or detail in support of the 
charges shown or related costs incurred. 

e)	 See the response to subparts a) and d) above. 
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